
 

 

Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Plan 

EXAMINATION HEARINGS – Stage 2 
 

AGENDA – DAY 9 
 

Thursday 15 March 2018 at 10.00am 
Nuneaton Town Hall 

 

MATTER 6 – Proposed Housing Sites:  
    HSG 7 East of Bulkington  

    HSG 8 West of Bulkington  
    Other Non-Strategic Sites  

     

 
 
10.00am Start 

The Role of Bulkington   

Participants: 

Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council  

Framptons  
CPRE Warks  
Bulkington Residents Voice (BRV)   

Joanne Cook  
Stephen Cook  

Bulkington Village Centre (BVC)  

Bramcote Close Residents (BCR) 

 

The spatial strategy (hierarchy of settlements) was discussed under Matter 4 on 

Wednesday 21 February.   

Please note:  

 
•  All participants are encouraged to familiarise themselves with the hearing 

statements (and any additional evidence) produced by the Council and 
other parties in respect of the matters addressed at this session.  These 
are available on the examination website.  

 
• The key points below are distilled from the Inspector’s Matters, Issues and 

Questions (already circulated).  The discussion will not rigidly follow the 
Inspector’s MIQs – and will focus on areas the Inspector needs to clarify 
and what modifications to the Plan would be necessary soundness.  

 
• There will be a mid-morning break at approximately 11.15am, a lunchtime 

adjournment reconvening at 1.45pm, and a mid-afternoon break at 
approximately 3pm.   

 



 

 

   
(a) Bulkington is identified in Policy DS2 as having a range of 

services and facilities and consequently a supporting role for 
housing and local services.  Is that approach justified?  Is there 

the infrastructure and services, or options to expand these, to 
support the planned additional households?   

(b) Is the role of the Bulkington Village Community & Conference 
Centre understood in terms of assessing the sustainability of 

Bulkington (local services) and how this facility can continue to 
support the community over the plan period? Are any main 

modifications proposed to reflect this?  
(c) The Plan’s requirements for housing must be met through 

sustainable patterns of development to make the fullest possible 
use of public transport, walking and cycling.  Is Bulkington a 

sustainable location to accommodate some additional housing 

development? Is c.700 homes a justified scale of development?  
  

East of Bulkington – HSG7  

Participants: 

Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council 

Bramcote Close Residents (BCR) – Mr Ljubisa Cvetkovic  

Lawrence Mockford   
Martin Vernon  

Corrinne Vernon  
Heaton Planning  

Bulkington Residents Voice (BRV)   

 

 

(d) How has the site been considered through Sustainability 
Appraisal? What evidence has informed the Council to revise its 

earlier assessments that environmental sensitivity of the site 

meant it was not suitable for development?   
(e) How does the site perform against the purposes of Green Belt? 

What does the Green Belt Study 2015 recommend for this site?  
(f) How has the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 

(SHLAA) process considered the following: 
(i) Is the scale of development at 196 homes achievable at 

HSG7 based on assumed net developable areas and 
assumed densities?  Are these assumptions reasonable?    

(ii) What will be delivered at HSG7 in the five year period 
(2017/18-2021/22)?  

 
(g) Can the requirements of the Plan as they relate to HSG7 be 

viably secured?     
 

Transport / Connectivity 

 



 

 

(h) Are the key development principles in HSG7 relating to transport 
(6, 7, 8, 9, 10) justified and can they effectively be delivered?   

(i) How will the site be accessed in highway terms? Is there clarity 
on whether Bramcote Close would form a point of access?  

(j) Is NBBC/41 (Bulkington Paramics modelling) a reasonable 
evidence base for plan-making? Is it reliable in relation to HSG7?  

 
Landscape& Environment 

(k) What contribution/value does this site make to the setting of 
Bulkington?  Is the Plan justified in allocating HSG7 in light of the 

Landscape Capacity Study (2017)?  
(l) Would the loss of (best and most versatile) agricultural land be 

justified? 
 

Potential Changes 

 
(m) Possible proposed main modifications to Policy HSG7 (if any)  

 
 

Land west of Bulkington – HSG8  

 

Participants: 

Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council  

Ian Castledine   

Richard Reynolds  
Anthony Walton  
Advance Planning for Seabridge Developments Limited  

GVA for St Phillips  
Cerda Planning for Bovis Homes  

Bulkington Residents Voice (BRV) Mr Cvetkovic  
 
 
 

Context 

 

(n) How has the site been considered through Sustainability 

Appraisal? What evidence has informed the Council to revise its 
earlier assessments that environmental sensitivity of the site 

meant it was not suitable for development?   
(o) How does the site perform against the purposes of Green Belt? 

What does the Green Belt Study 2015 recommend for this site?  
(p) Is the Green Belt boundary here capable of enduring beyond the 

Plan period?  
(q) How has the Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment 

(SHLAA) process considered the following: 
(iii) Is the scale of development at 495 homes achievable at 

HSG8 based on assumed net developable areas and 
assumed densities?  Are these assumptions reasonable?   



 

 

(iv) How will the site come forward in a coordinated manner 
given the various parcels of land?   

(v) What will be delivered at HSG8 in the five year period 
(2017/18-2021/22)?  

 
(r) Can the requirements of the Plan as they relate to HSG8 be 

viably secured?     
 

Transport / Connectivity 
 

(s) Are the key development principles in HSG8 relating to transport 
(8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13) justified and can they effectively be 

delivered?   
(t) How will the site(s) be accessed in highway terms?   

 

Landscape 
(u) What contribution/value does this site make to the setting of 

Bulkington?  Is the Plan justified in allocating HSG8 in light of the 
Landscape Capacity Study (2017)?  

(v) Would the loss of (best and most versatile) agricultural land be 
justified? 

(w) Can residential amenity be suitably protected from the adjacent 
railway? 

 
Potential Changes 

 
(x) Possible proposed main modifications to Policy HSG8 (if any)  

 
 

3.15pm  

All Other Non-Strategic Housing Sites    

Participants 
Nuneaton & Bedworth Borough Council  

Ecowharf Ltd 
Canal & River Trust  

Warks Wildlife Trust 

Tetlow King for Terra Strategic 

 
(y) A number of the non-strategic sites are meaningful in terms of their 

capacity (including seven sites of between 66 and 143 dwellings). How 
have these sites been appraised for their sustainability and assessed 
for their environmental impact (including highways)?  

 
(z) Are any of the non-strategic housing sites particularly complex that the 

Plan should contain sufficient detail to developers, local communities 
and other interests about the nature and scale of development - 
addressing the ‘what, where, when and how’ questions (NPPF at 



 

 

paragraph 157 (5th bullet point) and the PPG (Ref ID 12-010-
20140306))?  For example, Historic England request relevant 

references to the evidence in the Historic Environment Assessment. 
 

(aa) Is site NUN350 (Disused garage site, Raveloe Drive, Nuneaton) 

deliverable? Is there sufficient evidence that the site would be safe in 
terms of flood extent, depth, velocity and hazard rating associated with 

the adjacent Griff Brook watercourse?  
 

(bb) Would development at site NUN174 (Charity Docks) significantly 
undermine the intrinsic scientific interest of the Local Wildlife Site 

and/or reduce the opportunity it provides for contact with and 
enjoyment of nature and a resource for learning about the natural 

world? If so are the benefits of the proposal sufficient to outweigh the 
harm?  

 

(cc) Would development at sites NUN015 (Donnithorne Avenue); NUN061 
(Whitburn Road); and NUN305 (Bucks Hill) affect recognised / 
recorded biodiversity value at the site? Does the site form part of an 

ecological network or contain priority habitats and/or species 
populations which are linked to national and/or local biodiversity 

targets? Would mitigation or compensation be required? 
 

Session Ends.  


